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The End of 
Your Story

Matthew 25:14-27



Fate, Karma and 
Predestination

The majority opinion throughout 
the world is that “Whatever will be, 
will be.”
Vast numbers of people believe that their 
lives and their eternal destiny is controlled 
by the stars, universal principles and 
processes impossible to understand or God.

The result? Fatalism.



Jesus Has A Very 
Different View

He Taught:
1. We will live forever.
2. Our choices and deeds in this life 

determine our next life.
3. You are responsible to write the 

ending of your own story.



This Idea is Called Free Will

The Bible insists that we get 
what we choose.
In fact, we become what we 
choose.
Our choices take us to a final 
destination.



Freedom of Choice is 
Powerful and Dangerous

Jesus told several stories to 
illustrate this fact.
Matt 25- Ten virgins, the Talents, 
the Sheep and the Goats

Each concludes with people either 
in the Kingdom of God or in hell.



The Parable of the Talents

1. The Kingdom is about the Leader
2. The choices of the servants –

those God has the right to rule –
determine the end of their story.

Outside the 
Kingdom – Hell

The one talent, wicked, 
lazy, worthless servant.

In the Kingdom –
Heaven

The ten talent servant.
The four talent servant.

Matthew 25:14-30



The Bad Choice
1. Refuse the Master’s assignment.
2. Blame Him for your choices.
3. Choose to see Him as unfair and 

unreasonable.
4. “Bury” what He has entrusted to 

you in order to live on your own 
terms.



The Wrath of God 
and Choice Romans 1:18-32

Choices
Men suppress truth about 
God
They know but ignore
Claim to be wise
Exchange the real God for 
idols
Exchange the truth of God 
for a lie
Do not think it worthwhile 
to retain the knowledge of 
God

Consequences
Without excuse
Thinking becomes futile
Hearts darkened
Become fools
God gives them up
• To sexual impurity
• To shameful lusts
• To a depraved mind

They become filled with 
every kind of wickedness, 
evil, greed and depravity.

Rebellion Becomes Hell!



No

The Trajectory of Choices
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